Nursing School Awarded Federal Funds

The Nursing School received more than $140,000 in federal funds to support nursing-related research projects. The research grants also include guarantees of $140,000 for the second year of the research program. The research grants also include guarantees of $140,000 for the second year of the research program.
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NAMES: Logan Hall and Wednesday at the Scue office. 108 INTERVIEW FOR SCUE Sign up Tuesday GERMAN CLUB MEETING at 11 00 in East Alumni Hall. chairman, Department of Fine Arts. 6 p.m. Houston Hall Hardee s 2nd Floor For more PENN BRIDGE CLUB Join us 700 sharp on Wed Top Floor Room. Houston Hall Please attend Old & RSVP SECRETS AND SCIENCE" of mummification ever mounted Possibly the largest exhibition 12 week program beginning week of October 13th Show Your College I.D. and Get $1 with this coupon with Dr. O'Connor Philadelphia, Pennsylvania For further information The Middle East studies club presents a special guided tour of the University Museum's exhibit "THE EGYPTIAN MUMMY: SECRETS AND SCIENCE" with Dr. O'connor Possibly the largest exhibition of mumification ever mounted FRIDAY OCT. 10 3:30 P.M. RSVP LARRY 382-9849
Textured Art at Faculty Club

MARGOT COHEN

 Mention the members of the faculty and the name of the school, and the chance of a painting, so the key elements of a faculty member's work at the Faculty Club.

A recent trip to New York allowed me to see the wonderful collection of works at the University of Pennsylvania's Permanent Collection of Contemporary Art. mangoes says, noting that the show features several paintings executed with a special technique. "I'm very interested in this technique," she says, "because it allows the artist to create a sense of depth and movement in their work."

I was also impressed by the color and texture of the paintings. "I love the way the colors interact and how they create a sense of movement," mangoes says. "I'm also fascinated by the way the artist uses light and shadow in their work."

Overall, I thought the show was a wonderful representation of the talent and creativity of Pennsylvania artists. I would highly recommend it to anyone interested in contemporary art."
Unjustified Means

The leadership of the Undergraduate Assembly has a majority of students who are familiar with the fact that the Title IX act has been in effect for decades. This act, which prohibits sex discrimination, is a law that most students know was passed by the United States Congress in 1972. The law has been quite effective in protecting the rights of students who have been sexually harassed or assaulted. However, the law has also been used to claim that the Undergraduate Assembly has violated Title IX by failing to address sexual harassment on campus.

The Undergraduate Assembly has been criticized for not taking action on sexual harassment cases. However, the Assembly has been working hard to address these issues. It has created a task force to investigate sexual harassment and has provided training for all members of the Assembly. The Assembly has also been working with the administration to ensure that students are aware of their rights and the resources available to them.

In addition, the Assembly has been working to increase the number of women on the Assembly. The Assembly has a goal of having a majority of women on the Assembly, and it is making progress towards achieving this goal. The Assembly has also been working to increase the number of students of color on the Assembly.

Overall, the leadership of the Undergraduate Assembly is taking action to address sexual harassment on campus. The Assembly is committed to creating a safe and inclusive environment for all students.
UA Referendum
(Continued from page 1)
Representative Norman Berson and Mark Bernstein, a lawyer, as to the
feasibility of a lawsuit and procedures that would be followed.
Even if the referendum does show that
the student body favored a lawsuit.
however, the UA will have only 48
hours in which to take action before
the Trustees meet.
After voting on the referendum,
the UA agreed to conduct an opinion
poll on other issues concerning students. This survey will
be conducted October 13 and 14.
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CAREERS IN FOREIGN SERVICE
Thursday, October 9, 1980
7-9 p.m.
The Art Gallery
1st Floor
Houston Hall
Mr. Cleveland Fuller
Foreign Service Officer

MOONLIGHT CINEMA
October 8
ENTHUSIASM
(Grigas Veron. 1930. G S.R.)
The first sound film by the poet-
theoretician of kino-pravda. "film-
truth" created by thematic organi-
zation of fragments of life filmed
on the run. Vertov's construction
of the role of Don Coal Basin
miner's work in the five year plan
draws on his experiments in
musique concrete to create one of
the most unusual soundtracks m
the history of cinema
ADMISSION
Students $2 with I D
All Others $3
SCREENINGS at
Studio Theater
Annenberg Center
3680 Walnut Street
Philadelphia
Wednesdays 7 00 and 9 30 p m

Opportunity Rings
Every time you use the rings ask
JUST CALL
243-6681
The Daily
Pennsylvanian

SCUE course guide
WRITE-UP MEETING
Help us help you by writing up an
evaluation for last semester's
courses.
All new & old writers welcome!
H S P Room
HOUSTON HALL
Oct. 8th at 7:30

Religion and Campaign '80
Forum
speakers:
Rev. Charles Hagen
Director - Newman Center
Rabbi Michael Monson
Director - Hillel Foundation
Rev. Ralph Moore
Director - Christian Association
moderator:
Rev. Stanley Johnson
University Chaplain
Evangelical politics-new statements - old beliefs - Right to life - who
does the church speak to? - What is your candidate's morality rating?
lesses playing for the "Jewish vote"
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8th
4 PM H.S.P. room HOUSTON HALL

"How often should someone
visit, Barry?"
**ISRAEL'S FUTURE....**

Ever wonder about it? With increasing Middle Eastern tensions, oil prices, and inflation, many people do. Come help investigate it. Intro planning session of ISRAEL FORUM SERIES, tonight, 7:30 p.m., rm. 303 Low Rise North.

---

**OHARA'S**

Fish House & Saloon

HEINEKEN NIGHT MUGS & PITCHERS

2 for 1 TONIGHT AND EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 9pm-2am

---

**FALL COLLOQUIUM SERIES**

October 13

YESHAYAHU NIR

Yeshiva University, New York

"Society and History in 19th Century Photography in the Holy Land."

---

**THE PENN POLITICAL UNION presents**

ED CLARK

Presidential Candidate of the Libertarian Party

Wednesday, October 8

8 p.m., College Hall 200

ALL INVITED!

Funded by the S.A.C.

---

**THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN**

Wednesday, October 8, 1980

---

**46 Frosh Seek UA Seats**

Fourteen freshmen will be running for nine seats on the Undergraduate Assembly in next week's election.

---

**Labor Council**

Meeting Thursday, October 7, 10:00 a.m., College Hall 200

---

**4 NEW LEONARD STYLE PIZZAS**

- Small Pizzas
- Grinders
- Large Pizzas
- Hoagies
- Steaks
- Stromboli

For Convenient Delivery call: EV2-1492 or EV2-0508

---

**Rabbi**

"We're not anticipating any trouble with the Code in this election.

---

**UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA**

October 12-14, 1980

---

**NEW LEONARD STYLE PIZZAS**

---

**THE PENN POLITICAL UNION presents**

ED CLARK

Presidential Candidate of the Libertarian Party

Wednesday, October 8

8 p.m., College Hall 200

ALL INVITED!

Funded by the S.A.C.

---

**THE PENN POLITICAL UNION presents**

ED CLARK

Presidential Candidate of the Libertarian Party

Wednesday, October 8

8 p.m., College Hall 200

ALL INVITED!

Funded by the S.A.C.
Chemical Engineers

The General Foods Corp. invites you to explore career opportunities in Research and Development.

Contact your career center for an interview on October 15, 1980

Our New York and New Jersey research facilities near New York City have openings for B.S., M.S. & Ph.D. degrees.

General Foods is a leading processor of packaged convenience foods. Familiar brands: Maxwell House, Jell-O, Post, Grits, Birds Eye, Kool-Aid, Sanka, Tang, Shake 'N Bake, Cool Whip...

INTERESTED IN EARNING EXTRA CASH?

Ivy Research is looking for healthy male and female students to participate in controlled medical research.

If you have
- eczema
- dry skin
- athletes' foot
- cosmetics

We do patch testing of:
- Consumer Products
- Perfumes
- Bath Soaps
- Anti-perspirants
- Paper & Cloth Products
- dandruff
- acne etc.

Call Mrs. Mary Yardley at EV 7-8400

more information

IVY RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
UNIVERSITY CITY SCIENCE CENTER 2nd FLOOR N.W.
CORNER 34th and MARKET STREETS
**Quaker Oats**

**INDEPENDENT LEAGUES**

- Orange League
- Green League
- Blue League
- Red League

**FRATERNITY LEAGUES**

- Sigma Nu C
- Kappa Psi (2)
- Phi Delta Theta B
- Pi Lambda Phi
- Lambda Chi Alpha
- Alpha Epsilon Pi
- Sigma Nu A
- Phi Gamma Delta
- Sigma Chi A
- Alpha Kappa Psi
- Theta Xi
- Pi Kappa Alpha
- Sigma Alpha Epsilon
- Sigma Nu A
- Kappa Delta Rho
- Theta Chi
- Sigma Phi Epsilon
- Phi Delta Theta A
- Phi Delta Theta B
- Phi Delta Theta C
- Phi Delta Theta D

**FRESHMEN DORM LEAGUES**

- Logan League
- Lehigh League
- Lehigh Red
- Penn League
- Penn League II
- Penn League III
- Penn League IV
- Penn League V
- Penn League VI
- Penn League VII

**STICKERS WIN FIFTH STRAIGHT, 4-0**

**Marzonie: Gamble's Trump Card**

By GORDON ALTER

Two years ago Penn's hurling head coach, Buck Dickey, was perhaps looking too deeply into the hand of the team's batting lefty, Tom Marzonie. It was in that spring of 1978 that Marzonie had been at the helm of the Quaker hurling team. But 1979 saw Dickey playing his high school ball in Norway, Michigan, pursuing his first key personality and a quick, loud voice to carry over the field. Buck knew that Marzonie's style of play was very similar to that of a high school hurler, and in the end he was left with no choice but to switch to the hurling style of play that was best for Buck Dickey's team. But the result was that Marzonie was left with a very similar style of play, and this turned out to be a very successful one for Buck Dickey's team.

That was 1979 that would be a starting year for the Quakers and Gamble. Gamble's style of play was very similar to that of Buck Dickey's hurling team, and in the end it turned out to be a very successful one for Buck Dickey's team. The only difference was that Gamble had to change the style of play from hurling to football, and this turned out to be a very successful one for Buck Dickey's team.

All of the improvement and respect attributes to Buck Dickey's team, and that put to bed the notion that Gamble's experience on defense against Dartmouth and Lehigh was related to Buck Dickey's team, and that put to bed the notion that Gamble's experience on defense against Dartmouth and Lehigh was related to Buck Dickey's team. The result was that Gamble's experience on defense against Dartmouth and Lehigh was related to Buck Dickey's team. But the result was that Gamble's experience on defense against Dartmouth and Lehigh was related to Buck Dickey's team.

**Stickers Win Fifth Straight, 4-0**

By RUBY LEVY

For this fall season, the women's field hockey team has some very good goalkeepers. Last night was no exception as they defended their home field against freshly-serummed Princeton. For the whole first half, the Princeton were only able to get one shot on goal. By the time the first half was over, the game was 0-0. In the second half, the Princeton were able to get a few more shots on goal, but they were all stopped by the goalkeepers. The game ended up being a scoreless draw, with the score remaining 0-0.

**Cleverness is the Name of Their Tune**

By BRYAN HARRIS

Penn vs. Cornell

Despite the large amount of questions that people have about the team, they are still doing well. The team is currently ranked number one in the country.

**Shannon, the Quaker's Marching 101 Leader, truly believes that the team has grown and improved this year.**

"The band has really matured this year," said Shannon. "We've had a lot of new members this year, and I think they are all doing a great job. The band has really stepped up their game and I think that we are going to be a strong team this year."